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We study fixed points of isometries of the higher-dimensional Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes that
form generalizations of symmetry axes. It turns out that, in the presence of nonzero NUT charges,
some parts of the symmetry axes are necessarily singular and their intersections are surrounded
by regions with closed timelike curves. Motivated by similarities with the spacetime of a spinning
cosmic string, we introduce geometric quantities that characterize various types of singularities on
symmetry axes. Expanding the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes around candidates for possible fixed
points, we find the Killing vectors associated with generalized symmetry axes. By means of these
Killing vectors we calculate the introduced geometric quantities describing axial singularities and
show their relation to the parameters of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes. In addition, we identify
the Killing coordinates that may be regarded as generalization of the Boyer–Lindquist coordinates.
PACS numbers: 04.50.Gh, 04.70.Bw, 04.50.-h
I. INTRODUCTION
The Kerr solution is one of the most interesting so-
lutions of Einstein’s equations [1]. It describes a gravi-
tational field of rotating compact objects such as black
holes, which play an important role in modern astro-
physics. In four dimensions, this geometry belongs to a
wide class of spacetimes of type D called the Plebański–
Demiański family [2, 3]. This class contains seven param-
eters: mass, rotation, acceleration, electric charge, mag-
netic charge, NUT charge, and cosmological constant.
Apart from the black hole spacetimes in four dimen-
sions, there exist many solutions of higher-dimensional
Einstein’s equations representing gravitational fields of
various black objects. Spacetimes describing black holes
with spherical horizon topology rotating with respect to
different planes of rotations are called the Myers–Perry
metrics [4]. Their best generalizations of type D known
so far are the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes [5] (for a re-
cent review on their properties, see [6]). These solutions
of Einstein’s equations also incorporate NUT charges and
a cosmological constant, but they are neither accelerated
nor electrically charged.
Higher-dimensional spacetimes are interesting not only
because of the ongoing development of the quantum grav-
ity in the context of the string theory and the AdS/CFT
correspondence, but also from the pure mathematical
point of view. The study of various properties of the
Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes led, for example, to a dis-
covery of new general structures of hidden symmetries.
Although these spacetimes have been studied extensively
in the literature (particularly because of their integra-
bility and separability properties), not much attention
has been paid to the physical interpretation especially
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for non-vanishing NUT charges. It is because the mean-
ing of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS parameters is clear only in
certain subcases, but not in the general case. The pur-
pose of this paper is to identify the parameters related to
different types of singularities on the symmetry axes of
the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes. We concentrate on a
general case with nonzero NUT charges, but with a more
specific choice of coordinate ranges than it is usually as-
sumed in the literature.
The NUT charge (named after Neumann, Unti, and
Tamburino) comes from the so called Taub–NUT space-
time [7, 8], which is known to have many unwanted prop-
erties such as the existence of closed timelike curves, the
topological defects caused by the semi-infinite singular-
ity on the symmetry axis, and others. In contrast to
the Kerr spacetime, the Taub–NUT spacetime does not
have a satisfactory interpretation (see, e.g., [9]). In the
analogy with the theory of magnetic monopoles [10], the
semi-infinite axial singularity resembles the Dirac’s string
[11]. Contrary to the Dirac’s string, which has no effect
at all, the singular semi-axis of the Taub–NUT space-
time affects the spacetime geometry, and it can be seen
as a thin massless spinning rod injecting angular momen-
tum into the spacetime [12–14]. In the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS
spacetimes, the NUT charges exhibit similar properties.
Unfortunately, since these effects mix up with the rota-
tions with respect to different planes, it is problematic to
distinguish between the rotational parameters and the
parameters responsible for NUT-like behavior.
The typical features of the four-dimensional NUT-
charged spacetimes are similar to the properties of a
spinning cosmic string. The exterior gravitational field
of this object can be modelled by a very simple space-
time constructed as an identification of the Minkowski
spacetime [15, 16] (for an interior solution, see [17, 18]).
This spacetime features a singularity on the symme-
try axis that causes similar topological defects to those
caused by the NUT charge. However, this axial singu-
larity is equally distributed along the whole axis, unlike
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2the axial singularities in the NUT-charged spacetimes,
which can be different on different parts of the axis. As
in the NUT-charged spacetimes, the singularity on the
symmetry axis is surrounded by a region with closed
timelike curves. Inspired by these similarities, we intro-
duce geometric definitions of quantities describing vari-
ous types of axial singularities for a sufficiently general
class of higher-dimensional spacetimes that also contains
the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes.
The Kerr–NUT–(A)dS metrics are most often written
in coordinates which arise from the hidden symmetries of
the metrics and allow for separation of variables of many
physical equations (Hamilton–Jacobi, Klein–Gordon [19],
Dirac [20], Maxwell [21], etc.). They were originally dis-
covered by Carter [22] (republished in [23]) and later gen-
eralized to higher dimensions by Chen, Lü, and Pope
[5]. Although these coordinates have proven to be ex-
tremely useful for many mathematical theorems, they
are not very convenient for physical interpretations of
the spacetimes. In [24], we addressed this problem for
non-Killing coordinates, where it was necessary to choose
appropriate ranges of these coordinates to study various
limiting procedures. Here, we follow up by introducing
new Killing coordinates adjusted to particular isometries
which in some cases lead to a generalization of the Boyer–
Lindquist coordinates.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II is devoted
to a general description of singularities on the symme-
try axes. In particular, we define quantities that capture
different types of singularities. The definitions are in-
spired by the spinning cosmic string spacetime, which is
studied in detail. In Sec. III, we introduce the metrics of
the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes. We review the discus-
sion of ranges of non-Killing coordinates from [24] and
also introduce new Killing coordinates, whose meaning
is explored further in the subsequent sections. This pro-
vides a more complete definition of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS
spacetimes. In Sec. IV, we explore the overall structure
of the symmetry axes and deal with singularities located
on them. In particular, we study the weak-field limit
of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes and find the isome-
tries with fixed points corresponding to the symmetry
axes of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes. Also, we iden-
tify the coordinates generalizing the Boyer–Lindquist co-
ordinates. Furthermore, we find some examples of the
regions with closed timelike curves. Finally, the paper
is concluded with a brief summary in Sec. V. The am-
biguities in definitions of the geometric quantities char-
acterizing axial singularities are discussed separately in
Appx. A where we find the corresponding transformation
relations. Appx. B contains an overview of the notation
and useful identities.
II. SINGULARITIES ON SYMMETRY AXES
Regular fixed points of an isometry are points where
the Killing vector generating the isometry vanishes. Un-
fortunately, this standard definition is not convenient for
geometries with isometries whose fixed points are not reg-
ular points of spacetimes. This means that either the
manifold is not smooth or the metric tensor degenerates.
Since we would like to deal with such singular geometries,
we introduce the notion of the generalized fixed points.1
Their definition only depends on their neighborhood and
not on the points themselves. Strictly speaking, these
points are not part of the manifold, but rather express
the singular behavior of the spacetime. We say that a
point is a generalized fixed point if all components of
the Killing vector generating the isometry are small in
the neighborhood of this point with respect to a ‘well-
behaved’ frame.
A definition of these frames that would suit our pur-
pose seems to be quite complicated. For this reason, we
specify such frames for each spacetime with singular fixed
points. Therefore, they can be regarded as a part of def-
initions of the singular spacetimes themselves. We refer
to these frames as the semi-regular frames, because we
also require them to lead to regular frames in the limit
of vanishing singularities. They define implicit maps be-
tween the spacetimes with singular fixed points and their
regular limits. Typically, we choose such frames to be the
Cartesian-type coordinate frame.
Important examples of singular fixed points are the
singular symmetry axes which occur in many solutions
of Einstein’s equations with stationary rotational sym-
metries. A symmetry axis is a well-defined concept in
a general number of dimensions that can be also gener-
alized to the presence of singularities. Let us consider
a D-dimensional manifold equipped with a metric which
is invariant under the action of the 1-parametric cyclic
group SO(2). This property requires that the Killing
vector generating the isometry of the metric has closed
orbits. Such a Killing vector is often referred to as the
cyclic Killing vector. The set of fixed points of the cyclic
Killing vector intuitively corresponds to the symmetry
axis. Specifically, if the regular fixed points of the isome-
try generated by the cyclic Killing vector form a regular
(D − 2)-dimensional submanifold, such a manifold is said
to be the regular symmetry axis.
In the singular case, the situation is quite different,
because the fixed points are not a part of the manifold
and the cyclic Killing vector may not have fixed points at
all. For this reason, the only condition we require for our
metric apart from the SO(2) symmetry is the existence
of a nontrivial Killing vector with the generalized fixed
points. We refer to a set of such points as the generalized
symmetry axis. To distinguish it from the cyclic Killing
vector, we call the Killing vector that vanishes towards
the axis the axial Killing vector.
1 For the sake of brevity we omit the words ‘regular’ and ‘general-
ized’ when their meaning is clear from the context.
3A. Minkowski spacetime
A particular example of a regular axis is the symmetry
axis of the four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. The
metric of the Minkowski spacetime (M, g) in the Carte-
sian coordinates (T,X, Y, Z) reads
g = −dT 2 + dX2 + dY 2 + dZ2 . (2.1)
We assume that these coordinates are smooth and cover
the complete manifold M, so the spacetime is well de-
fined everywhere.
Isometries of the Minkowski spacetime are described
by the ten-parametric Poincaré group. Their algebra of
generators is given by 10 independent Killing vectors,
which consists of 4 translational, 3 rotational, and 3 boost
symmetries. Without loss of generality, we concentrate
on the rotation in the X-Y plane, so we introduce more
convenient cylindrical coordinates (t, ρ, ϕ, z),
T = t , X + iY = ρeiϕ , Z = z ,
t = T , ρ2 = ξ2 + ζ2 , tanϕ = Y/X , z = Z .
(2.2)
where t, z ∈ R, ρ > 0, ϕ ∈ (0, 2π). Employing this trans-
formation the metric (2.1) takes the form2
g = −dt2 + dρ2 + ρ2dϕ2 + dz2 . (2.3)
Such a coordinate system is nicely adjusted to the time-
translation symmetry ∂t = ∂T and the rotational sym-
metry ∂ϕ = X∂Y−Y ∂X . Unfortunately, it has two obvi-
ous drawbacks: It does not cover the pointsX ̸= 0, Y = 0
(ϕ = 0 or ϕ = 2π for ρ ̸= 0) and the Z-axis, X = Y = 0
(ρ = 0), despite the fact that the manifold is smooth here.
The first issue can be easily overcome by introducing
a different coordinate ϕ˜ which is shifted by a constant
ϕ˜0 ̸= 0,
X + iY = ρei(ϕ˜+ϕ˜0) , (2.4)
and therefore we can simply ignore it. However, the sec-
ond one is more severe, since the determinant of the
transformation (2.2) vanishes at the Z-axis. Conse-
quently, the Cartesian frame ∂T , ∂X , ∂Y , ∂Z is more
practical here, because it is regular everywhere.
Clearly, the Minkowski spacetime is SO(2) symmet-
ric, because the Killing vector ∂ϕ is by definition cyclic.
This Killing vector is axial, as its components with re-
spect to the Cartesian frame smoothly vanish towards
ρ = 0. Such points form a 2-dimensional manifold, i.e.,
the regular axis.
2 We denote the second tensor power of a tensor T by adding the
bold superscript, T 2. In the abstract index notation, it reads
(T 2)ab...cd... = T
a...
c...T
b...
d... .
Figure 1. Construction of the cosmic string spacetime from
the Minkowski spacetime.
B. Cosmic string spacetime
Consider a spacetime (M, g) with the metric g given
by (2.3), but with ϕ ∈ (0, 2πγ), γ > 0, γ ̸= 1. Such
a spacetime is equivalent to the Minkowski spacetime
where a wedge of angle 2π(1 − γ) is artificially removed
or added from all spatial sections of constant coordinates
t and z. The smoothness of the sections at ϕ = 0 and
ϕ = 2πγ can be regained by gluing these two edges to-
gether. It means that we identify the points with the
values (t, ρ, ϕ = 0, z) and (t, ρ, ϕ = 2πγ, z). The construc-
tion is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.
Alternatively, one can define new coordinates τ and φ,
τ = t , φ =
ϕ
γ
(2.5)
and bring the flat metric (2.3) to the form
g = −dτ2 + dρ2 + γ2ρ2dφ2 + dz2 . (2.6)
Then, the identification can be reformulated simply as
2π-periodicity in the coordinate φ. The resulting space-
time is often considered as a simple model of the infinite
cosmic string/strut, where the deficit and excess angles,
given by the parameter γ, correspond to the tension in
the string and compression of the strut, respectively.
We can also introduce the Cartesian-type coordinates
(T,X, Y, Z) by means of the transformation (2.2) every-
where except for X = Y = 0 (ρ = 0), as these points are
singular, and thus do not belong to the spacetime. It is
natural to regard the basis ∂T , ∂X , ∂Y , ∂Z as the semi-
regular frame defined above, as it reduces to the regular
frame for γ → 1. We may also introduce frames ∂T˜ , ∂X˜ ,
∂Y˜ , ∂Z˜ rotated by an angle ϕ0 ̸= 0, where
T˜ = t , X˜ + iY˜ = ρei(ϕ+ϕ0) , Z˜ = z , (2.7)
and consider these frames to be the semi-regular frames
as well. The coordinates of two such frames cover the
complete manifold and are smooth in the overlapping re-
gions. Such coordinates represent ‘well-behaved’ charts
4of an atlas and characterize this particular type of singu-
larity.
Expressing the cyclic Killing vector ∂φ with respect
to this frame, ∂φ = γ
(
X∂Y−Y ∂X
)
, we find that it has
fixed points at ρ = 0. These points form again a symme-
try axis, however, because M is not smooth there, the
symmetry axis is not regular. Thus, the cyclic vector
∂φ is axial as well. In fact, all vectors proportional to
∂ϕ = γ
−1∂φ with a constant coefficient share the same
property.
Please note that although the metric has the form
(2.1), it differs significantly from the Minkowski space-
time by the presence of the conical singularity on the
axis which is encoded in rather complicated coordinate
ranges of the Cartesian-type coordinates. The fact that
the integral curves of ∂φ are closed can be used to cal-
culate the conicity C of the 2-surface of constant coordi-
nates t and z around the axis ρ = 0. The conicity is a
ratio of the circumference of a small circle with constant
geodesic distance from the tip to the length along these
radial geodesics (multiplied by 2π). By using the metric
form (2.6), we can verify that the conicity in this case is
exactly the deficit/excess parameter γ,
C = lim
ρ→0
∫ 2π
0
|∂φ|dφ
2π
∫ ρ
0
|∂ρ|dρ
= γ . (2.8)
C. Spinning cosmic string spacetime
The flat metric (2.3) can be used to construct a space-
time with a more complicated axial singularity. As be-
fore, we again consider (M, g), where ϕ ∈ (0, 2πγ), γ > 0
γ ̸= 1. However, here we assume that the surfaces ϕ = 0
and ϕ = 2πγ are shifted in time and joined together in
a way that the points with the values (t, ρ, ϕ = 0, z) and
(t− 2πα, ρ, ϕ = 2πγ, z), α ̸= 0, are identified. This glu-
ing procedure is depicted in Fig. 2.
Again, we can reformulate the identification by intro-
ducing new coordinates τ and φ,
τ = t+
α
γ
ϕ , φ =
ϕ
γ
, (2.9)
and describing the identification in terms of 2π-period-
icity in the coordinate φ. In these coordinates, the flat
metric (2.3) takes the form
g = −(dτ − αdφ)2 + dρ2 + γ2ρ2dφ2 + dz2 . (2.10)
Such a metric is often interpreted as describing an exter-
nal gravitational field around a general spinning cosmic
string/strut with the tension/compression given by γ and
the angular momentum proportional to α.
As before, we can introduce the Cartesian-type co-
ordinates (T,X, Y, Z) by means of the transformation
(2.2) and assume that ∂T , ∂X , ∂Y , ∂Z is the semi-
regular frame. It clearly leads to a regular frame of the
Minkowski spacetime if α→ 0 and γ → 1. We can follow
Figure 2. Construction of the spinning cosmic string space-
time from the Minkowski spacetime.
the same procedure as that for the non-spinning case.
We find that the cyclic Killing vector ∂φ has no fixed
points at ρ = 0 (X = Y = 0), which can be verified by
expressing ∂φ with respect to the Cartesian-type frame,
∂φ = γ
(
X∂Y−Y ∂X
)− α∂T . The axial Killing vector
corresponding to this axis is
∂ϕ =
1
γ
(
∂φ + α∂τ
)
, (2.11)
as it vanishes towards ρ = 0, ∂ϕ = X∂Y−Y ∂X . The
misalignment of the cyclic and axial Killing vectors has
interesting consequences for the orbits of the axial Killing
vectors. While these orbits are closed for the non-
spinning case, and thus coincide with the orbits of the
cyclic Killing vectors, they are open for the spacetime of
the spinning cosmic string as shown in Fig. 3.
The cancellation of the two vectors on the right-hand
side of (2.11) in the limit ρ→ 0 may be used to introduce
a new geometric quantity. This quantity, which is prop-
erly defined in the next section, is called the time shift
T , because it is created by a time-shifted identification
of the spacetime. In this case, it reduces to the propor-
tionality constant between the cyclic Killing vector ∂φ
and the temporal Killing vector ∂τ that becomes aligned
with it at the axis,
T = α . (2.12)
Apart from the cyclicity of ∂φ and 2π-periodicity of φ,
the definition also employs that ∂τ is timelike far from
the axis ρ→ +∞ with the normalization ∂2τ = −1.3
3 For a tensor quantity T , we introduce the second power T 2 by
the expression (in the abstract index notation)
T 2 = T a...c...T
b...
d... . . . gabg
cd . . . .
5Figure 3. Orbits of the axial Killing vector ∂ϕ that give rise
to the symmetry axis at ρ = 0. Top: the closed orbit of ∂ϕ in
the non-spinning spacetime — ∂ϕ is aligned with the cyclic
Killing vector ∂φ. Bottom: the open orbit of ∂ϕ in the space-
time of the spinning cosmic string — ∂ϕ differs from the cyclic
Killing vector ∂φ. Pictures are drawn after the smooth peri-
odic gluing (indicated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2), i.e., ρ, φ, and τ
are represented as cylindrical coordinates.
The presence of the time-shift singularity manifests it-
self in the fact that the closed orbits of Killing vectors
may have different causal characters in different regions
of the spacetime. The surface where the causal character
changes from spacelike to timelike is called the ergosur-
face. We can find it by studying the norm of the cyclic
Killing vector,
∂2φ = γ
2ρ2 − α2 . (2.13)
Figure 4. Future null cones of the spinning cosmic string
spacetime on the surface of constant τ . The circle denotes the
position of the ergosurface, ρ = |α|/γ. Outside the region, the
cones lie completely above the surface, while inside the region
the cones intersect the surface.
In this spacetime, the closed curves in direction ∂φ are
spacelike only for ρ > |α|/γ, but for ρ < |α|/γ they are
timelike. This behavior is visualized in terms of the fu-
ture null cones in Fig. 4.
So far we have investigated the fixed points at ρ = 0,
however, we could ask whether there exist fixed points
for ρ > 0 as well. Since the metric (2.10) is regular in
this coordinate patch, we can use the frame ∂τ , ∂ρ, ∂φ,
∂z for seeking axial Killing vectors. Given that a Killing
vector is a linear combination of ∂t and ∂φ with constant
coefficients, we conclude that the spacetime has no axial
Killing vectors with fixed points at ρ > 0.
D. Conicities, time shifts, and twists
In the previous subsections, we encountered two types
of axial singularities and associated quantities that mea-
sure these topological defects: the conicity in the non-
spinning cosmic string and the time shift in the spinning
cosmic string. Here, we elaborate on this by introducing
proper definitions suitable for more general cases. Apart
from generalizing the quantities to a general number of
dimensions, we also introduce topological defects similar
to time shifts called twists and extend the definitions of
the conicities to the presence of other axial singularities.
Let us consider a general higher-dimensional space-
time (M, g) of dimension D which admits n, 2n+ 1 ≤ D
cyclic Killing vectors ua and one additional non-cyclic
Killing vector t. The Latin indices take values
a, b, . . . = 1, . . . , n . (2.14)
From now on, we do not use the Einstein summation
convention for any indices, but we write sums and prod-
ucts explicitly as, for example,
∑
a and
∏
a. Due to the
SO(2)
n symmetry, it is natural to expect that there ex-
ist n symmetry axes labelled by index a. Intuitively, the
6Killing vector t describes time symmetry, i.e., homogene-
ity in time. Therefore we assume that the Killing vector
t is timelike in some region near the axes (for instance
above the black hole horizon) and that all the Killing
vectors ua and t mutually Lie-commute,
[ua ,ub] = 0 , [ua , t] = 0 . (2.15)
The first condition alone implies that the set of Killing
vectors ua generate the foliation ofM by n-dimensional
surfaces Σ. Each such surface is the n-dimensional torus
Tn. In addition we assume that the chosen cyclic Killing
vectors ua are tangent vectors of some 2π-periodic coor-
dinates which smoothly cover the whole Tn (except for
the endpoints of coordinate ranges). The first and sec-
ond conditions in (2.15) together give rise to the foliation
of M by (n+ 1)-dimensional surfaces Γ which have the
topology of Tn × R. The induced metric on each surface
of both foliations Σ and Γ is flat, because the components
of the metrics with respect to the coordinates given by
the set of Lie-commuting Killing vectors are constant.
The metric signature as well as the scaling in various di-
rections may change from surface to surface within the
foliations.
It turns out that different parts of the symmetry axis
may be associated with different axial Killing vectors.
Therefore, we introduce the index p and denote these
axial vectors by vpa. Let us consider non-Killing radial
vector fields rpa perpendicular to t and ub, at the axis,4
whose integral curves approximate geodesics near the
axes. Furthermore, we assume that vpa and rpa generate
the foliation of M by 2-surfaces Υpa. To write down the
formula for the conicities of these surfaces in the presence
of other axial singularities, we employ the integral curves
of the axial Killing vectors vpa instead of the cyclic ones
ua. The reason for this is that the lengths of the orbits
of vpa shrink to zero as we approach the axes, although
they may not be cyclic.
The conicity Cpa of the surface of foliation Υpa can then
be defined by the expression
Cpa = lim
Rpa→0
Lpa
2πRpa
, (2.16)
where Lpa stands for the length of the integral curve of vpa
which starts at the intersection with the integral curve of
the temporal Killing vector t winds around the axes and
ends at the next intersection. The symbol Rpa denotes
the distance from the axis along the vector field rpa to a
point at the orbit of vpa. The conicity is well defined if
Lpa is of the order Rpa and Rpa is independent of the point
at the orbit of vpa. The described geometric relation is
illustrated in Fig. 5.
The axial Killing vectors vpa are not independent of ua
and t. They can be expressed as a linear combination
4 More specifically, the perpendicularity means that rpa · g · t and
rpa · g · ub, vanish towards the axes.
Figure 5. Generalized definition of the conicity in the presence
of other axial singularities.
with constant coefficients,
vpa = Apa t+
∑
b
Bpab ub . (2.17)
However, by analogy with the spinning cosmic string, we
assume that vpa takes a particular form resembling (2.11)
and (2.12),
vpa =
1
Kpa
[
ua + T pa t+
∑
b
b̸=a
Wpab ub
]
. (2.18)
Here, the constants T pa andWpab, b ̸= a, are referred to as
the time shifts and twists, respectively. The cyclic and
temporal Killing vectors become linearly dependent as
we approach the axis, because the axial Killing vector vpa
vanishes towards it. Thus, the quantities time shifts and
twists are simply the coefficients of the vpa expressed in
terms of the other Killing vectors at the axis (or infinitely
close to it, when the axis is singular). As we will see on a
particular example of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes,
the constants Kpa are equal to the conicities Cpa if the
vectors vpa are normalized so that the induced metric on
Υpa near the respective part of the axis is proportional
to dρ2 + ρ2dϕ2, where vpa = ∂ϕ and rpa = ∂ρ. After the
separation of the vector ua (with the same index a as vpa)
the coefficients Kpa, T pa , and Wpab, b ̸= a, still carry the
same information as the original coefficients Apa and Bpab.
The quantities Cpa (or equivalently Kpa), T pa , Wpab de-
scribed above depend on the choice of the cyclic and tem-
poral directions ua and t on Tn × R. Therefore, these
quantities express the conicities, time shifts, and twists
with respect to a given Killing frame. However, there
often exist criteria that justify some choices in certain
7cases. The freedom in the change of the Killing direc-
tions, the corresponding transformations, and the some
particular choices are thoroughly described in Appx. A.
III. KERR–NUT–(A)DS SPACETIMES
In this section, we introduce a standard form of the
Kerr–NUT–(A)dS metrics which was found in [5]. For
simplicity we concentrate on the even-dimensional space-
times, D = 2N , however, we expect that our results can
be simply translated to odd dimensions as well. Addi-
tionally, we review an introductory part of [24], where
we addressed the question of when such metrics repre-
sent gravitational fields of black holes.
A. Canonical coordinates
The higher-dimensional Kerr–NUT–(A)dS metrics are
usually written in the canonical coordinates xµ and ψk,
g =
∑
µ
[
Uµ
Xµ
dx2µ +
Xµ
Uµ
(∑
k
A(k)µ dψk
)2]
, (3.1)
where the Greek and Latin indices take values
µ, ν, . . . = 1, . . . , N ,
k, l, . . . = 0, . . . , N − 1 . (3.2)
The functions Uµ and A
(k)
µ are polynomial expressions
A(k)µ =
∑
ν1, ..., νk
ν1<···<νk
νj ̸=µ
x2ν1 . . . x
2
νk
, Uµ =
∏
ν
ν ̸=µ
(x2ν − x2µ) , (3.3)
and Xµ = Xµ(xµ) are single-variable functions. The Ein-
stein’s equations are satisfied if and only if Xµ take form
of a particular polynomials in xµ,
Xµ = λJ (x2µ)− 2bµxµ , (3.4)
where J (x2) is an even polynomial of degree 2N in x,
which can be parametrized using its roots aµ,
J (x2) =
∏
µ
(a2µ − x2) . (3.5)
The parameters aµ may acquire complex values, provided
that the polynomials Xµ remain real. The parameter λ
is the rescaled cosmological constant,
Λ = (2N − 1)(N − 1)λ . (3.6)
The metrics (3.1) have many interesting properties that
hold true even for Xµ being completely general functions
Xµ = Xµ(xµ). Such geometries are called the off-shell
Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes.
B. Black holes
Although (3.1) are remarkable geometries from the
mathematical point of view, which possess a high degree
of symmetry that gives rise to many interesting proper-
ties, they are not always physically significant. The rea-
son for this is that their common definition given in the
literature lacks information about ranges of coordinates
and possible values of the parameters. In order for these
geometries to describe black hole spacetimes, we have to
specify all important details. Unfortunately, this prob-
lem is quite complex and we do not deliver its complete
solution in this paper. Instead, we focus on some par-
ticular cases, however, most results of this paper should
remain true even in more general settings. After we deal
with a proper choice of ranges of coordinates xµ [24], we
encounter an issue when we try to specify the ranges of
coordinates ψk. This problem will be solved by introduc-
ing a new set of Killing coordinates.
1. Non-Killing coordinates
A metric of a physically meaningful spacetime should
have the Lorentzian signature. For the metrics (3.1), this
can be achieved, for example, by taking the coordinate
xN and the parameter bN to be imaginary,
xN = ir , bN = im , (3.7)
and the coordinates xµ¯ and parameters bµ¯ to be real and
chosen so that
Xµ¯
Uµ¯
> 0 . (3.8)
Here, the ‘barred’ indices take values
µ¯, ν¯, . . . = 1, 2, . . . , N¯ ,
k¯, l¯, . . . = 0, 1, . . . , N¯ − 1 , (3.9)
where N¯ = N − 1. The condition (3.8) can be met by
restricting xµ¯ between adjacent roots ±xµ¯ of Xµ¯,
−xµ¯ < xµ¯ < +xµ¯ , (3.10)
in a way that the intervals for different xµ¯ do not overlap.
Without loss of generality, we assume that
x21 < x
2
2 < · · · < x2N¯ . (3.11)
The coordinates xµ¯ have the meaning of the latitudinal
directions, so one may introduce the angular-type coor-
dinates ϑµ¯ ∈ (0, π),
cosϑµ¯ =
2
+xµ¯ − −xµ¯
(
xµ¯ −
+xµ¯ +
−xµ¯
2
)
. (3.12)
8Applying this transformation, the metrics can be rewrit-
ten as
g =
∑
µ¯
[
Uµ¯
Yµ¯
dϑ2µ¯ +
Yµ¯
Uµ¯
sin2 ϑµ¯
(∑
k
A
(k)
µ¯ dψk
)2]
+
J(−r2)
∆
dr2 − ∆
J(−r2)
(∑
k
A
(k)
N dψk
)2
,
(3.13)
where all xµ¯ are replaced by xµ¯(ϑµ¯) according to (3.12).
The polynomials Yµ¯ are defined by factoring out the
roots ±xµ¯,
Xµ¯ = (
+xµ¯ − xµ¯)(xµ¯ − −xµ¯)Yµ¯
=
(+xµ¯ − −xµ¯)2
4
Yµ¯
(
xµ¯(ϑµ¯)
)
sin2 ϑµ¯ .
(3.14)
The resulting metrics (3.13) do not contain the diver-
gences in angular part, but they still degenerate when
cosϑµ¯ → ±1. As we will see later, the properties of the
endpoints of xµ¯ depend on the proper identifications of
the spacetime in Killing directions, so we postpone the
discussion for now. We also introduced the polynomial
∆ = −XN .
In contrast with xµ¯, the coordinate r is not bounded
by any values in general, since it has the meaning of the
radial direction.5 Its domain of definition contains all real
numbers except for the roots of ∆, which correspond to
the positions of horizons.
The metrics (3.1) contain a gauge freedom which allows
us to set one parameter aµ to an arbitrary value. After
fixing the parameter aN ,
a2N = −
1
λ
, (3.15)
we are left with mass m, rotations aµ¯, NUT charges bµ¯,
and the cosmological constant λ. Even though this is
a common naming of the parameters, their physical in-
terpretation might be different. The relationship to ac-
tual physical quantities have been verified so far only
for certain subcases such as the Myers–Perry black holes
(bµ¯ = 0 and λ = 0). The meaning of the NUT charges in
various limits of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS also differs con-
siderably [24, 25].
Let us consider that the parameters aµ¯ are positive and
well ordered,
0 < a1 < a2 < · · · < aN¯ <
1
|λ| , (3.16)
and search for the possible values of the parameters bµ¯
such that the metrics have the Lorentzian signature. Un-
fortunately, this problem cannot be solved this way in full
5 In special subcases, the coordinate r may be restricted to the
positive values only. This is because for some parameter val-
ues the endpoint r = 0 may correspond to the singularity or the
origin.
Figure 6. Graph of the polynomial λJ (x2). Intersections of
the polynomial and the lines 2bµ¯x passing through the origin
determine the ranges of coordinates xµ¯, see (3.10), (3.18).
Figure 7. Graph of the polynomial −λJ (−r2). Intersections
of the polynomial and the line 2mr passing through the origin
represent the horizons ±r, ±r(λ).
generality, because it requires algebraic solutions of high-
degree polynomial equations. Still, we can deduce a few
basic properties from graphs of intersections of the poly-
nomial λJ (x2) with the lines 2bµx. A typical example of
this graph for the ranges of coordinates xµ¯ is shown in
Fig. 6. An analogous graph for the radial coordinate r is
depicted in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 6, we see that further from the origin there are
just alternating ‘hills’ and ‘valleys’ of λJ (x2). Thus, to
meet the requirements (3.10) and (3.11), we can assume
that the parameters bµ¯ are of alternating signs and satisfy
0 < b2 < bˆ2 ,
0 < b4 < bˆ4 ,
...
bˆ3 < b3 < 0 ,
bˆ5 < b5 < 0 ,
...
(3.17)
The constants bˆµ¯ are critical values of parameters bˆµ¯ for
which the roots ±xµ¯ merge into double roots xˆµ¯ of Xµ¯,
which also label the positions of the tangent points in
Fig. 6. Closer to the origin the situation differs signif-
9icantly, because the roots ±x1 have different signs and
cannot merge,
− a1 < −x1 < 0 < a1 < +x1 < −x2 . (3.18)
For this reason, the parameter b1 is bounded by b2,
0 < b1 < b2. (3.19)
Such a choice of parameters bµ always exists if the pa-
rameters bµ¯ are sufficiently small,
|bµ¯| ≲ 1 . (3.20)
We refer to this choice as to the Kerr-like choice, because
it corresponds to a rotating black hole with small NUT
charges. Another option is the NUT-like choice, which is
interpreted as NUT-like black hole with small rotations
and requires the value of a1 to be imaginary [24].
The geometries (3.1) with the Kerr-like choice admit
a similar causal structure to the four-dimensional Kerr
spacetime. The metric signature remains Lorentzian
when we cross the root of the function ∆, but the co-
ordinate r changes its character. It is spatial if ∆ > 0
and temporal if ∆ < 0. Therefore, the surfaces ∆ = 0
really correspond to the horizons, because they separate
the stationary and nonstationary regions of the space-
time. Fig. 7 shows that depending on the value of m, the
spacetime has inner −r, outer +r, and two cosmological
±r(λ) horizons. The cosmological horizons are present
above and below r = 0 for λ > 0 only. Values mˆ, mˆ(λ)
are critical masses for which the horizons −r, +r or +r,
+r(λ) merge into a single extreme horizon, which are de-
noted by rˆ, rˆ(λ) respectively.
2. Killing coordinates
In order to give a complete definition of the Kerr–
NUT–(A)dS spacetimes, we still need to specify the re-
strictions on the Killing coordinates ψk. Since we want
the spacetimes to describe black holes that arbitrarily
rotate in N¯ independent planes of rotations, the Killing
coordinates should be adjusted to the longitudinal and
temporal directions. Naturally, we would like the longi-
tudinal coordinates to be 2π-periodic with the tangent
vectors being cyclic Killing vectors. Unfortunately, the
canonical coordinates ψk are not of this type in contrast
to, for instance, the Boyer–Lindquist coordinates τ , φ
in the four-dimensional Kerr spacetime (N = 2, bµ¯ = 0,
λ = 0). By comparing the canonical coordinates to the
Boyer–Lindquist coordinates,
τ = ψ0 + a
2
1ψ1 , φ = a1ψ1 , (3.21)
we see that the vector ∂ψ1 = a1(∂φ + a1∂τ ) is not
aligned with the cyclic Killing vector ∂φ.
Thus, the coordinates ψk are not very convenient and
the original metrics of the form (3.1) do not provide nec-
essary information for the physical interpretation. For
this reason, we consider the coordinate transformation
(the inverse transformation follows from (B10))
ψk =
∑
µ
(− ◦x2µ)N−k−1
◦
cµ
φµ , φµ =
◦
cµ
◦
Uµ
∑
k
◦
A(k)µ ψk ,
(3.22)
where we introduced new coordinates φµ as well as new
arbitrary parameters ◦xµ and
◦
cµ, such that
◦
x2µ ̸= ◦x2ν for
µ ̸= ν and ◦cµ ̸= 0. The circle above the quantities such
as
◦
A
(k)
µ or
◦
Uµ are defined by the same expressions as A
(k)
µ
or Uµ, but involving
◦
xµ¯ instead of xµ¯. We can ignore the
signs of ◦xµ, because only
◦
x2µ occur in (3.22). In order
to avoid expressions with confusing signs we supplement
the definition of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes with
several additional conditions on parameters ◦xµ and
◦
cµ,
see (4.14), (4.15), and (4.16) below. The corresponding
transformation of the Killing vectors reads
∂ψk=
∑
µ
◦
cµ
◦
A
(k)
µ
◦
Uµ
∂φµ , ∂φµ=
1
◦
cµ
∑
k
(− ◦x2µ)N−k−1∂ψk .
(3.23)
Applying the coordinate transformation (3.22), the
metrics (3.1) can be cast to the form
g =
∑
µ
[
Uµ
Xµ
dx2µ +
Xµ
Uµ
(∑
ν
Jµ(
◦
x2ν)
◦
cν
dφν
)2]
. (3.24)
Since we want the Killing coordinates φµ¯ to represent
the longitudinal coordinates, we assume that the points
with values φµ¯ = 0 and φµ¯ = 2π are identified so that
the Killing vectors ∂φµ¯ are cyclic and generate the N¯ -di-
mensional torus. We leave the temporal coordinate φN
and the vector ∂φN unspecified.
Our definition of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes is
not only mathematically complete, but also it allows for
a study of symmetry axes, which we deal with in the
rest of the paper. For instance, we show that the pa-
rameters ◦xµ¯ and
◦
cµ¯ have a nice geometric meaning while
◦
xN and
◦
cN are related to a gauge freedom in a coordi-
nate transformation. Altogether, the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS
spacetimes (3.24) with the gauge choices for aN (3.15),
◦
cN , and
◦
xN ((4.33) below) contain 4N−3 physical param-
eters (excluding the parameter of the theory λ). Besides
2N−1 parameters aµ¯, bµ¯, and m, there are additional
2N−2 parameters ◦xµ¯ and ◦cµ¯, which are connected with
the conicities, time shifts, and twists.
IV. SYMMETRY AXES OF KERR–NUT–(A)DS
Before we begin studying the symmetry axes in the
general Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes (3.24), we first ex-
amine the weak-field limits. This provides us with some
insight into the structure of the symmetry axes in higher
dimensions, particularly their coordinate description. If
the NUT charges are non-vanishing, the symmetry axes
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are necessarily singular. We find the axial Killing vec-
tors and demonstrate the presence of the conical, time-
shift, and twist singularities by calculating the appropri-
ate quantities defined in Sec. IID.
A. Weak-field limit
Let us first recall the weak-field limit of the four-
dimensional Kerr spacetime. The geometry we obtain
by taking the zero mass limit m→ 0 is the Minkowski
spacetime in the oblate spheroidal coordinates (τ, r, x, φ),
where the rotational parameter a plays a role of the
spheroid equatorial radius. These coordinates are de-
picted for constant values of τ and φ in Fig. 8. In the
case of the NUT charge described by the parameter b,
the situation is different. Not only does b induce the ax-
ial singularity, but it also contributes to the curvature
even if m = 0. Therefore the flat spacetime is obtained
only by taking both limits m→ 0 and b→ 0. The pro-
cedure can be also generalized to the spacetime with a
nonzero cosmological constant, which leads to either the
de Sitter or anti-de Sitter spacetimes.
Now we consider the higher-dimensional Kerr–NUT–
(A)dS spacetimes (M, g) with the metric g of the form
(3.24). In order to get the limit of maximally symmet-
ric spacetimes, we set the parameters ◦xµ and
◦
cµ to the
specific values,
◦
x2µ¯ = a
2
µ¯ ,
◦
x2N = a
2
N ,
◦
cµ¯ = aµ¯|λUµ¯| , ◦cN = UN ,
(4.1)
where Uµ is defined by similar expressions as (3.3), but
involving a’s instead of x’s,
Uµ =
∏
ν
ν ̸=µ
(a2ν − a2µ) . (4.2)
By turning off all NUT charges and mass,
bµ = 0, (4.3)
we specified all necessary parameters and the metric
(3.24) simplifies to
g =
∑
µ
Uµ
λJ (x2µ)
dx2µ+
∑
µ¯
J(a2µ¯)
−λa2µ¯Uµ¯
dφ2µ¯−λ
J(a2N )
UN dφ
2
N ,
(4.4)
by means of the identity (B14).
To see that this geometry describes maximally sym-
metric spacetimes, we introduce new coordinates
ρ20 =
AN
λAN , ρ
2
µ¯ =
J(a2µ¯)
−λa2µ¯Uµ¯
. (4.5)
By using the relations6
AN−2µν
AN +
∑
κ
Jµν(a
2
κ)
−a2κUκ
= 0 ,
AN−1µ
AN +
Jµ(a
2
κ)
−a2κUκ
x2µ
x2µ − a2κ
=
Uµ
J (x2µ)
,
(4.6)
we can cast the metric to the form
g = dρ20 +
∑
µ¯
(
dρ2µ¯+ ρ
2
µ¯dφ
2
µ¯
)
+dρ2N −λρ2Ndφ2N , (4.7)
where
ρ2N =
1
λ
−
N−1∑
µ=0
ρ2µ . (4.8)
Here, the de Sitter spacetime (λ > 0) or anti-de Sitter
spacetime (λ < 0) are expressed as a 2N -dimensional
surface embedded in the (2N+1)-dimensional flat space
with the signature (−,+, . . . ,+) or (−,−,+, . . . ,+), re-
spectively. To show the signature more explicitly, for
1/λ <
∑N−1
µ=0 ρ
2
µ, when ρ2N is negative, we may replace
the function ρN by a Wick-rotated one ρN = is.
Alternatively, we can express ρN in terms of the coor-
dinates ρ0, ρµ¯, so we obtain the metric
g = dρ20 +
∑
µ¯
(
dρ2µ¯ + ρ
2
µ¯dφ
2
µ¯
)
+
λ
1−λ
N−1∑
µ=0
ρ2µ
(N−1∑
µ=0
ρµdρµ
)2
−
(
1−λ
N−1∑
µ=0
ρ2µ
)
dφ2N .
(4.9)
The obvious advantage of this form is that depending
on the sign of λ it represents the maximally symmetric
spacetimes of positive, negative, as well as zero scalar
curvature. The coordinates ρ0, ρµ¯, ϕµ¯, ϕN are general-
izations of cylindrical coordinates in the four-dimensional
Minkowski spacetime (λ = 0) to higher dimensions with
an arbitrary cosmological constant λ. We call them the
multi-cylindrical coordinates. If we suppress the Killing
directions, we can plot the relation between ρ’s and x’s
for λ = 0 as it is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for D = 4
and D = 6, respectively. The choice of parameters (4.1)
and (4.3) guarantees that ρµ¯ = 0 correspond to regular
axes with the axial (and cyclic) Killing vectors ∂φµ¯ .
In the canonical coordinates xµ¯, the symmetry axes
ρµ¯ = 0 are described by the endpoints aµ¯ of the ranges
of xµ¯, cf. (4.5). However, the particular expressions are
rather involved, since different endpoints correspond to
different parts of the symmetry axes. Specifically, the
symmetry axes decompose into a one, two, or three parts
6 Equations (4.6) can be obtained from (B11) and (B13).
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Figure 8. Coordinates x1 = x, x2 = ir with respect to ρ0, ρ1
for D = 4, λ = 0. Coordinate values x = ±a correspond to
the regular axis at ρ1 = 0.
D = 4 N¯ = 1 p = −1 p = 0
ρ1 = 0 x1 = −a1 x1 = a1
D ≥ 6 N¯ ≥ 2 p = −1 p = 0 p = +1
ρ1 = 0 x1 = −a1 x1 = a1 x2 = a1
ρ2 = 0 x2 = a2 x3 = a2
...
...
...
ρN¯−1 = 0 xN¯−1 = aN¯−1 xN¯ = aN¯−1
ρN¯ = 0 xN¯ = aN¯
Table I. Symmetry axes ρµ¯ = 0 expressed in canonical coordi-
nates xµ¯. Different parts of symmetry axes are distinguished
by different values of p.
depending on the index µ¯ of the axis (and the dimension
D). The particular expressions of the symmetry axes in
canonical coordinates are shown in Tab. I. For example,
in the six-dimensional case depicted in Fig. 9, the axis
ρ1 = 0 consists of three parts x1 = −a1, x1 = a1, and
x2 = a1, while the axis ρ2 = 0 comprises a single part
x2 = a2. In the table, we use a notation that reflects this
decomposition. Apart from the index µ¯ denoting indi-
vidual axes, we also introduce another index p = −1, 0, 1
which labels different parts of the axes. Please note that
not all pairs of indices (µ¯, p) are realized.
By turning on the NUT charges bµ¯, the ranges of co-
ordinates xµ¯ change in accordance with (3.10), (3.18),
see also Fig. 6. Therefore, the endpoints do not coincide
with the roots aµ¯ of a single polynomial λJ (x2µ¯), but
they are given by roots ±xµ¯ of different polynomials Xµ¯
instead. As mentioned above, the coordinate r runs over
Figure 9. Coordinates x1, x2, x3 = ir (top, center, bottom)
with respect to ρ0, ρ1, ρ2 for D = 6, λ = 0. Coordinate values
x1 = ±a1, x2 = a1 correspond to the regular axis at ρ1 = 0
and values x2 = a2 to the regular axis at ρ2 = 0.
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all real values. Since ∆ switches signs in the Lorentzian
part only, its roots correspond to the horizons and do not
restrict the coordinate r.
Switching to general values of parameters ◦xµ and
◦
cµ
is connected with introducing axial singularities as we
discuss in greater generality in the next subsections.
For a general Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes, we may
introduce coordinates x˜µ¯ that are given by rescaling the
coordinates in the latitudinal directions cosϑµ¯ (intro-
duced in (3.12)),
cosϑµ¯ =
2
aµ¯ − aµ¯−1
(
x˜µ¯ − aµ¯ + aµ¯−1
2
)
,
x˜µ¯ =
aµ¯ − aµ¯−1
2
cosϑµ¯ +
aµ¯ + aµ¯−1
2
,
(4.10)
where for convenience, we set the parameter a0 = −a1.
Combining (3.12) and (4.10) we find the relations
xµ¯ =
+xµ¯ − −xµ¯
aµ¯ − aµ¯−1
(
x˜µ¯ − aµ¯ + aµ¯−1
2
)
+
+xµ¯ +
−xµ¯
2
,
x˜µ¯ =
aµ¯ − aµ¯−1
+xµ¯ − −xµ¯
(
xµ¯ −
+xµ¯ +
−xµ¯
2
)
+
aµ¯ + aµ¯−1
2
.
(4.11)
This transformation maps the intervals xµ¯ ∈ (−xµ¯,+xµ¯)
to x˜µ¯ ∈ (aµ¯−1, aµ¯). This change effectively shifts the de-
pendence on the NUT charges from the ranges of the
latitudinal coordinates exclusively to the metric coef-
ficients, which are, however, more complicated. Such
ranges are unchanged in the weak-field limit similar to
the four-dimensional Kerr spacetime. Motivated by the
maximally symmetric spacetimes, we introduce the coor-
dinates ρ˜0, ρ˜µ¯ of the multi-cylindrical type by the same
relations as (4.5),
ρ˜20 =
A˜N
λAN , ρ˜
2
µ¯ =
J˜(a2µ¯)
−λa2µ¯Uµ¯
, (4.12)
but involving the coordinates x˜µ¯ and x˜N = xN . We are
interested in the singular points ρ˜µ¯ = 0 since they reduce
to the regular symmetry axes ρµ¯ = 0 in the weak-field
limit (4.1), (4.3). By means of (4.11), (4.12), and inspired
by Tab. I, we can express the singular points ρ˜µ¯ = 0 in
terms of the canonical coordinates, see Tab. II.
Let us now introduce two functions η¯ = η¯(µ¯, p) and
σ = σ(p) which relabel the endpoints ±xµ¯ in a way that
is explicitly shown in Tab. III, or equivalently,
η¯ =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1 , p = −1 , µ¯ = 1 ,
µ¯ , p = 0 , 1 ≤ µ¯ ≤ N¯ ,
µ¯+ 1 , p = +1 , 1 ≤ µ¯ ≤ N¯−1 ,
σ = (−1)p .
(4.13)
These functions define a matching between pairs of in-
dices (µ¯, p)⇐⇒ (η¯, σ) so that the singular points ρ˜µ¯ = 0
with a given p are described by xη¯ = σxη¯ in the canonical
coordinates.
D = 4 N¯ = 1 p = −1 p = 0
ρ˜1 = 0 x1 =
−x1 x1 = +x1
D ≥ 6 N¯ ≥ 2 p = −1 p = 0 p = +1
ρ˜1 = 0 x1 =
−x1 x1 = +x1 x2 = −x2
ρ˜2 = 0 x2 =
+x2 x3 =
−x3
...
...
...
ρ˜N¯−1 = 0 xN¯−1 =
+xN¯−1 xN¯ =
−xN¯
ρ˜N¯ = 0 xN¯ =
+xN¯
Table II. The sets of singular points ρ˜µ¯ = 0 expressed in
canonical coordinates xµ¯.
D = 4 N¯ = 1 p = −1 p = 0
µ¯ = 1 −x1 +x1
D ≥ 6 N¯ ≥ 2 p = −1 p = 0 p = +1
µ¯ = 1 −x1 +x1 −x2
µ¯ = 2 +x2
−x3
...
...
...
µ¯ = N¯−1 +xN¯−1 −xN¯
µ¯ = N¯ +xN¯
Table III. Introduction of the notation for σxη¯. The indices
η¯ = η¯(µ¯, p) and σ = σ(p) are such functions that σxη¯ corre-
sponds to the particular values ±xµ¯ in this table.
For simplicity we impose a few conditions on the pa-
rameters ◦xµ and
◦
cµ which ensure that the parameter val-
ues are not significantly different from the weak-field val-
ues. In particular, we assume that ◦xµ are well ordered
◦
x21 <
◦
x22 < · · · < ◦x2N¯ < ◦x2N , (4.14)
and satisfy
◦
x2µ¯−1 <
σx2η¯ <
◦
x2µ¯+1 , (4.15)
where the first inequality is used only if µ¯ > 1 and the last
inequality with µ¯ = N¯ only if ◦x2N > 0. This condition, for
example, implies that the expression
◦
Jµ¯(
σx2η¯)/
◦
Uµ¯, which
occurs frequently in the next subsection, is always posi-
tive. Furthermore, we require
◦
cµ¯ > 0 , (4.16)
which fixes the signs of φµ¯. This assumption does not
affect the cyclicity of ∂φµ¯ .
B. Axial Killing vectors
The singular points ρ˜µ¯ = 0 are natural candidates for
the symmetry axes not only because they give rise to the
regular axes in the weak-field limit, but mainly because
they describe all endpoints of xµ¯ where the Kerr–NUT–
(A)dS metrics degenerate. Therefore, it is reasonable to
ask whether these singular points describe the singular
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axes of such spacetimes. For this purpose, we need to find
a semi-regular frame at ρ˜µ¯ = 0. We can try to introduce
a semi-regular frame by imitating the reversed procedure
of construction of the spinning cosmic string spacetime.
Our goal is to transform the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS metric
to the coordinates resembling the coordinate system of
the spacetimes with a partially regularized axis. Since
the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes are not flat like the
spinning cosmic string spacetime, this can only be done
locally in a close vicinity of an axis. Also, this applies
to only one part of one axis at a time. Thus, for a par-
ticular part p of an axis ρ˜µ¯ = 0 (described by a pair of
indices (µ¯, p)), we cast the metrics (3.24) to the form
that resembles the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes with the
regular part of the axis (µ¯, p). The difference from the
regular case is in different ranges of newly introduced
Killing coordinates which capture the axial singularities.
The semi-regular frame is then given by Cartesian-type
coordinates that are found by a simple conversion from
polar-type coordinates involving one of the new Killing
coordinates.
The impossibility of introducing the collective coor-
dinates for all p’s at the same time suggests that the
spacetimes are significantly different at various parts of
the axes. This is a well-known characteristic of all four-
dimensional NUT-charged spacetimes such as the Taub–
NUT spacetime. Therefore, it is not unexpected in higher
dimensions and more complicated NUT-charged space-
times.
Let us fix a pair of indices (µ¯, p) with the corresponding
pair (η¯, σ), so the singular points ρ˜µ¯ = 0 are described by
xη¯ =
σxη¯ as mentioned above. By employing the trans-
formation of the Killing coordinates (the inverse trans-
formation follows from (B12))
φν =
∑
κ
◦
cν
•
cκ
◦
Jν(
•
x2κ)
◦
Uν
ϕκ , ϕν =
∑
κ
•
cν
◦
cκ
•
Jν(
◦
x2κ)
•
Uν
φκ ,
(4.17)
we can bring the metrics (3.24) to the form
g =
∑
ν
[
Uν
Xν
dx2ν +
Xν
Uν
(∑
κ
Jν(
•
x2κ)
•
cκ
dϕκ
)2]
, (4.18)
which is given by the same expression as (3.24) with φν
replaced by ϕν , and
◦
cν ,
◦
xν replaced by
•
cν ,
•
xν that are
defined as follows:
•
x2µ¯ =
σx2η¯ ,
•
cµ¯ =
1
2
|X ′η¯|
⏐⏐
σxη¯
,
•
x2κ =
◦
x2κ ,
•
cκ =
◦
cκ , κ ̸= µ¯ .
(4.19)
The notation |σxη¯ means that the expression is evaluated
at xη¯ = σxη¯. The quantities with the solid circles above
are defined in the same manner as the ones with the
hollow circles, but involving •x’s instead of ◦x’s. Employing
(4.17) and the identity (B12), we find the transformation
of the Killing vectors,
∂φν =
∑
κ
•
cκ
◦
cν
•
Jκ(
◦
x2ν)
•
Uκ
∂ϕκ , ∂ϕν =
∑
κ
◦
cκ
•
cν
◦
Jκ(
•
x2ν)
◦
Uκ
∂φκ .
(4.20)
By analogy with (3.23), the transformation between ∂ϕν
and ∂ψk reads7
∂ψk=
∑
ν
•
cν
•
A
(k)
ν
•
Uν
∂ϕν , ∂ϕν=
1
•
cν
∑
k
(− •x2ν)N−k−1∂ψk .
(4.21)
The equations (3.23) and (4.21) say that, from the view-
point of the canonical coordinates ψk, the quantities
◦
cν
and ◦xν define the cyclic Killing vectors ∂φν , while
•
cν and
•
xν define the axial Killing vectors ∂ϕν .
Before we proceed any further, let us briefly discuss the
motivation behind the definition (4.19). First, it should
be noted that if we choose ◦cµ¯ =
•
cµ¯,
◦
xµ¯ =
•
xµ¯, i.e.,
◦
x2µ¯ =
σx2η¯ ,
◦
cµ¯ =
1
2
|X ′η¯|
⏐⏐
σxη¯
, (4.22)
the metrics (3.24) describe spacetimes with the regular
part of the axis.8 The transformation (4.17) with (4.19)
and general parameters ◦cµ¯,
◦
xµ¯ is, thus, chosen so that the
resulting metrics (4.18) with (4.19) have the same form
as the metrics with the regular part of the axis (3.24)
with (4.22). These two cases only differ by the ranges of
the Killing coordinates. While φν¯ are 2π-periodic coor-
dinates and their tangent vectors are cyclic Killing vec-
tors, none of the coordinates ϕν introduced in (4.17) have
such properties. As we show below, the choice (4.19) also
guaranties that the Killing vector ∂ϕµ¯ is axial.
In Sec. III, we mentioned that the latitudinal coordi-
nate xη¯ is restricted by the two endpoints ±xη¯, which are
the roots of Xη¯. The polynomial Xη¯ can be expanded in
the neighborhood of one of the roots σxη¯, |xη¯ − σxη¯| ≪ 1,
Xη¯ = X
′
η¯
⏐⏐
σxη¯
(xη¯−σxη¯) +O
(
(xη¯−σxη¯)2
)
. (4.23)
Consider the polar–Cartesian-type transformation of the
two coordinates xη¯ and ϕµ¯ with the remaining coordi-
nates xν , ϕκ, ν ̸= η¯, κ ̸= µ¯ unchanged,
ξ + iζ =
√
|σxη¯ − xη¯| exp(iϕµ¯) ,
|σxη¯ − xη¯| = ξ2 + ζ2 , tanϕµ¯ = ζ/ξ .
(4.24)
7 It can be also directly checked that (4.21) together with (4.20)
gives back (3.23).
8 This could be seen by transforming the metrics directly to the
Cartesian-type coordinates near the axis. We skip this step here,
because it is technically the same as the derivation in a general
case presented below. It leads to the metrics (4.26) where ϕν
are replaced by φν . Since ξ, ζ ∈ R, cf. (4.24), these metrics are
smooth at origin ξ = ζ = 0.
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The gradients of the coordinates read
dxη¯ = −2σ
(
ξdξ + ζdζ
)
,
dϕµ¯ =
ξdζ − ζdξ
ξ2 + ζ2
.
(4.25)
Applying the transformation (4.24) and expanding the
metrics (4.18) around ξ = ζ = 0 (xη¯ = σxη¯), we find the
following expression for the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS metrics in
the coordinates (ξ, ζ, xν , ϕκ), ν ̸= η¯, κ ̸= µ¯,
g = 4
⏐⏐⏐⏐Uη¯X ′¯η
⏐⏐⏐⏐
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
σxη¯
(
dξ2 + dζ2
)
+
∑
ν
ν ̸=η¯
[Uν⏐⏐σxη¯
Xν
dx2ν+
Xν
Uν
⏐⏐
σxη¯
(∑
κ
κ ̸=µ¯
Jν(
◦
x2κ)
⏐⏐
σxη¯
◦
cκ
dϕκ
)2]
−
∑
κ,ν
κ̸=µ¯
2σ
[
XνJν(
σx2η¯)
]
,η¯
Jν(
◦
x2κ)
◦
cκ|X ′¯η|Uν
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
σxη¯
(
ξdζ − ζdξ) ∨ dϕκ
+O(ξ, ζ; 2) .
(4.26)
Here, we used (4.25) and the relations
Xη¯ = −σX ′η¯
⏐⏐
σxη¯
(ξ2 + ζ2) +O(ξ, ζ; 4) ,
Uη¯ = Uη¯
⏐⏐
σxη¯
+O(ξ, ζ; 2) ,
Uν = Uν
⏐⏐
σxη¯
+O(ξ, ζ; 2) ,
Jν(
σx2η¯) = −2σ σxη¯ Jνη¯(σx2η¯) (ξ2 + ζ2) +O(ξ, ζ; 4) ,
Jν(
◦
x2κ) = Jν(
◦
x2κ)
⏐⏐
σxη¯
+O(ξ, ζ; 2) ,
(4.27)
which hold true for ν ̸= η¯, κ ̸= µ¯. The symbol O(ξ, ζ;n)
stands for the terms whose sum of the powers of ξ and
ζ is n or higher. The third line of (4.26) is of the first
order, O(ξ, ζ; 1), and vanishes towards ξ = ζ = 0 as well
as the fourth line containing the second and higher order
terms O(ξ, ζ; 2).
Let us focus on the part close to ξ = ζ = 0 and neglect
the distortion caused by the terms O(ξ, ζ; 1). The sec-
tions of constant coordinates xν and ϕκ, ν ̸= η¯, κ ̸= µ¯
are flat and the corresponding 2-metrics are proportional
to the standard Cartesian form dξ2 + dζ2 in the first
line of (4.26). This suggests that the basis ∂ξ, ∂ζ , ∂xν ,
∂ϕκ , ν ̸= η¯, κ ̸= µ¯ may be regarded as the semi-regular
frame. This frame becomes regular when we take the
limit ◦xµ¯ → •xµ¯, ◦cµ¯ → •cµ¯, leading to (4.22). This is be-
cause the transformation (4.17) is redundant in this case
and all coordinates φκ and ϕκ coincide. Therefore, ϕµ¯ is a
2π-periodic coordinate and ∂ϕµ¯ is a cyclic Killing vector
in this limit. As a result, the transformation (4.24) allows
for a smooth inclusion of the regular points ξ = ζ = 0, so
ξ, ζ ∈ R. This is impossible in a general case when the
ranges of coordinates ξ, ζ are much more complicated
and M cannot be smoothed out.
With our definition of the semi-regular frame, the axial
Killing vector responsible for the symmetry axis xη¯ = σxη¯
(ξ = ζ = 0) is indeed ∂ϕµ¯ = ξ∂ζ − ζ∂ξ, as its compo-
nents vanish towards the axis. In fact, the axial Killing
vector ∂ϕµ¯ is associated with a pair of indices (µ¯, p)
and not just µ¯. Therefore, it generally does not admit
fixed points for different values of p. In our terminol-
ogy, adopted from the maximally symmetric spacetimes,
the axes are composed of several parts formed by sets of
fixed points of isometries corresponding to different ax-
ial Killing vectors. To stress the dependency on p, we
often denote various axial Killing vectors by ∂ϕpµ¯ . From
the second line of (4.26), we can read off the induced
metric on the respective part of the axis (or in its close
neighborhood if the axis is singular). Interestingly, it
has a form of a (2N−2)-dimensional off-shell Kerr–NUT–
(A)dS spacetimes (3.24) with functions Xν replaced by
Xν/(
σx2η¯ − x2ν). These rational functions become polyno-
mials in xν only if bν = bη¯ = 0.
Employing (4.20), we can find a useful expression for
the set of axial Killing vectors ∂ϕpµ¯ in terms of the original
coordinates φκ, cf. (3.24),
∂ϕpµ¯ =
2
◦
cµ¯
|X ′¯η|
⏐⏐
σxη¯
◦
Jµ¯(
σx2η¯)
◦
Uµ¯
[
∂φµ¯+
∑
κ
κ̸=µ¯
◦
cκ
◦
cµ¯
σx2η¯ − ◦x2µ¯
σx2η¯ − ◦x2κ
◦
Uµ¯
◦
Uκ
∂φκ
]
.
(4.28)
Obviously these 2N−2 Killing vectors are not indepen-
dent, but a complete set of N independent Killing vec-
tors can be always constructed by selecting one vector
∂ϕpµ¯ for each index µ¯ and supplementing them with a
temporal Killing vector, for example, one of ∂φqN defined
in the next subsection. The factor in front of the square
bracket is always positive, thanks to the supplementary
conditions (4.14), (4.15), and (4.16).
From the expression (4.28), we see that the axial
Killing vector ∂ϕpµ¯ becomes aligned with the cyclic Killing
vector ∂φµ¯ if we choose
◦
x2µ¯ =
σx2η¯ , (4.29)
and the prefactor in (4.28) cancels out for
◦
cµ¯ =
1
2
|X ′η¯|
⏐⏐
σxη¯
◦
Jµ¯(
σx2η¯)
◦
Uµ¯
. (4.30)
Together with (4.29), this leads to the condition (4.22)
under which ∂ϕpµ¯ = ∂φµ¯ . Due to the particular depen-
dence of η¯ and σ on p in (4.22), it is impossible to set the
parameters so that this condition holds true simultane-
ously for multiple parts of the axis for the nonzero NUT
charge bη¯.
By switching off the NUT charges, the dependence on
p effectively disappears from the formula (4.28), because
σx2η¯ = a
2
µ¯. Therefore the vectors ∂ϕpµ¯ with different values
of p coincide. Altogether, if the mass as well as all NUT
charges vanish, bν = bη¯ = 0 (cf. (4.3)), then the condition
(4.22) reduces to (4.1) and the resulting geometries are
the maximally symmetric spacetimes.
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Thus far we have been dealing with the fixed points
given by the roots of the polynomialsXµ¯, but there might
exist other fixed points as well. First, we restrict our-
selves to the regions where Xµ ̸= 0 for all µ. Since the
metric (3.24) is regular in these regions, we may use,
for example, the frame ∂xµ , ∂φµ to study fixed points
of isometries. Considering that a general Killing vec-
tor compatible with stationary rotational symmetry is
a linear combination of ∂φµ with constant coefficients,
there exists no other Killing vector generating isometry
with fixed points in these regions. Lastly, we should also
mention the roots of the polynomial XN . As these sur-
faces correspond to the horizons, we expect that the fixed
points on them (for Xµ¯ ̸= 0) are of a different nature and
do not form the symmetry axes.
C. Horizon-adjusted coordinates
Depending on the parameters aµ¯, λ, and m, the poly-
nomial XN can have various number of roots, which de-
termine the positions of the horizons. Unlike the latitu-
dinal coordinates xµ¯, the radial-type coordinate xN = ir
is not restricted by these roots. We denote these roots
by qxN , where index q labels particular horizons, for in-
stance, ±r and ±r(λ).
Let us consider a coordinate transformation similar to
(4.17), where •xν ,
•
cν are defined as:
•
x2µ¯ =
◦
x2µ¯ ,
•
cµ¯ =
◦
cµ¯ ,
•
x2N =
⋆
x2N ,
•
cN =
⋆
cN .
(4.31)
Such a transformation effectively sets the parameters ◦xN ,
◦
cN to new arbitrary values
⋆
xN ,
⋆
cN and keep the remain-
ing parameters ◦xµ¯,
◦
cµ¯ unchanged (cf. (4.18)) by intro-
ducing new coordinates ϕν . Applying this transforma-
tion, we find that the Killing vectors ∂ϕµ¯ are equal to
the cyclic Killing vectors, ∂ϕµ¯ = ∂φµ¯ , while ∂ϕN is given
by a linear combination of ∂φν , cf. (4.20),
∂ϕN =
∑
ν
◦
cν
⋆
cN
◦
Jν(
⋆
x2N )
◦
Uν
∂φν . (4.32)
This transformation is in accordance with the ambigu-
ity in the choice of the temporal direction (A10), where
the coordinate ϕN is the new temporal coordinate φ˜N .
This means that both parameters ◦xN and
◦
cN are actu-
ally redundant and we can choose them arbitrarily. They
are not connected with any geometrical quantities, but
correspond to a change of coordinates instead.
We can employ this freedom to find the coordinates
adjusted to a particular horizon q. Consider the choice
◦
x2N =
qx2N ,
◦
cN =
◦
JN (
qx2N ) , (4.33)
and label the coordinates φν corresponding to a horizon
q by φqν . Following the previous subsection modified to
suit the Lorentzian part of the metric, one could also
verify that the vectors tangent to the coordinates ∂φqν
are the Killing vectors corresponding to the isometries
with fixed points. The Killing vectors ∂φqN generate the
(Killing) horizons xN = qxN , because they become null
as we approach the horizons. The fixed points, however,
form only the bifurcation surfaces in the whole structure
that is often referred to as the bifurcate Killing horizons.
The bifurcation surfaces are given by the limit xN → qxN
with the remaining coordinates fixed.
The transformation between the two coordinate sys-
tems φqν and φq
′
ν is
φq
′
N = φ
q
N , φ
q′
µ¯ = φ
q
µ¯ − Ωq
′q
µ¯ φ
q
N , (4.34)
where we introduced the symbol Ωq
′q
µ¯ ,
Ωq
′q
µ¯ =
q′x2N − qx2N
(q′x2N − ◦x2µ¯)(qx2N − ◦x2µ¯)
◦
cµ¯
◦
Jµ¯N (
◦
x2µ¯)
, (4.35)
which is antisymmetric with respect to indices q and q′,
Ωq
′q
µ¯ = −Ωqq
′
µ¯ . Therefore, the transformation of the tan-
gent vectors is
∂
φq
′
µ¯
= ∂φqµ¯ , ∂φq′N
= ∂φqN +
∑
µ¯
Ωq
′q
µ¯ ∂φqµ¯ . (4.36)
The quantity Ωq
′q
µ¯ can be interpreted as relative angular
velocity of the horizon q′ with respect to the horizon q.
The coordinates φqν thus represent a frame co-rotating
with the horizon q. If q is a cosmological horizon, then
such coordinates may be considered as generalizations of
the Boyer–Lindquist-type coordinates. This follows from
the fact that in the limit λ→ +∞ the Killing vector ∂φqN
reduces to a Killing vector which is timelike far from the
axes, r → +∞, and normalized to −1.
D. Axial singularities
We have all necessary ingredients to examine the singu-
larities on the axes of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes
by means of the geometric quantities describing topolog-
ical defects such as the time shifts, twists, and conicities.
As before, consider a fixed pair of indices (µ¯, p) (with the
corresponding pair (η¯, σ), cf. Tab. III) and focus our at-
tention on the part of the axis (xη¯ = σxη¯) described by
such indices.
Since the axial Killing vector ∂ϕpµ¯ can be written in
terms of the Lie-commuting Killing vectors ∂φν , we can
read off the quantities Kpµ¯, T pµ¯ , and Wpµ¯ν¯ by comparing
(4.28) with (2.18). The overall prefactor is
Kpµ¯ =
|X ′η¯|
⏐⏐
σxη¯
2
◦
cµ¯
◦
Uµ¯
◦
Jµ¯(σx2η¯)
. (4.37)
Since the axial Killing vector ∂ϕpµ¯ vanishes towards the
part of the axis given by xη¯ = σxη¯, the expressions for
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the time shifts T pµ¯ and twists Wpµ¯ν¯ are basically the coef-
ficients of the ∂φpµ¯ with respect to xη¯ =
σxη¯,
T pµ¯ =
◦
cN
◦
cµ¯
σx2η¯ − ◦x2µ¯
σx2η¯ − ◦x2N
◦
Uµ¯
◦
UN
,
Wpµ¯ν¯ =
◦
cν¯
◦
cµ¯
σx2η¯ − ◦x2µ¯
σx2η¯ − ◦x2ν¯
◦
Uµ¯
◦
Uν¯
, ν¯ ̸= µ¯ .
(4.38)
The construction of the surface Υpµ¯ whose conicity we
want to calculate requires a particular non-Killing radial
vector field. This vector field is supposed to Lie-commute
with the axial Killing vector ∂ϕpµ¯ and generate integral
curves that are approximately geodesics near the axis. A
vector field ∂xη¯ satisfies both conditions. The 2-surface
Υpµ¯ generated by ∂xη¯ and ∂ϕpµ¯ is a surface of constant xν ,
ν ̸= η¯, φκ¯ +Wpµ¯κ¯φµ¯, κ¯ ̸= µ¯, and φN + T pµ¯ φµ¯. To calcu-
late the conicity of Υpµ¯, we need the norms of these vector
fields, which are easily obtained from (4.18) and (4.19),
∂2xη¯ =
Uη¯
Xη¯
, ∂2ϕpµ¯ = 4
∑
ν
Xν
Uν
(
Jν(
σx2η¯)
X ′¯η
⏐⏐
σxη¯
)2
. (4.39)
Expanding these expressions near the particular part of
the axes, |xη¯ − σxη¯| ≪ 1 (cf. (4.27) with (4.24)), we get
∂2xη¯ =
Uη¯
X ′¯η
⏐⏐⏐⏐
σxη¯
1
xη¯−σxη¯ +O
(
(xη¯−σxη¯)0
)
,
∂2ϕpµ¯ = 4
X ′η¯
Uη¯
⏐⏐⏐⏐
σxη¯
(xη¯−σxη¯) +O
(
(xη¯−σxη¯)2
)
.
(4.40)
Following the definition provided in (2.16), we integrate
the length of integral curves in direction ∂ϕpµ¯ that winds
around the axis and divide it by the approximate geodesic
distance in direction ∂xpη¯ . We find that the conicity of
Υpµ¯ coincides with the value of the prefactor Kpµ¯,
Cpµ¯ = lim
xη¯→σxη¯
∫ 2πKpµ¯
0
|∂ϕpµ¯ |dϕ
p
µ¯
2πσ
∫ σxη¯
xη¯
|∂xη¯ |dxη¯
= Kpµ¯
=
|X ′η¯|
⏐⏐
σxη¯
2
◦
cµ¯
◦
Uµ¯
◦
Jµ¯(σx2η¯)
.
(4.41)
As mentioned above, the quantities (4.38) and (4.41)
are not uniquely determined. In Appx. A, we show that
the ambiguities arise from two reasons: a possibility of
multiple sets of cyclic Killing vectors (A9) and the free-
dom in the choice of the temporal Killing vector (A10).
They lead to the transformation (A5) between various
sets of Killing frames. The former is naturally fixed by
requiring that the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes are 2π-
periodic in coordinates φµ¯ with cyclic Killing vectors ∂φµ¯
so that the metrics in these coordinates take the form
(3.24). The latter freedom might be adjusted by setting
parameters ◦xN and
◦
cN to particular values. As discussed
in the previous subsection, an example of a privileged
temporal Killing vector for λ > 0 can be obtained by
choosing (4.33) with q being a cosmological horizon. In
the limit λ→ 0, this vector reduces to a Killing vector
that is timelike far from the axes and normalized to −1.
With respect to this set of Killing vectors, the time
shift T pµ¯ and twists Wpµ¯ν¯ vanish only if the condition
(4.29) is satisfied. In addition, (4.29) also implies that
the conicity Cpµ¯ depends only on ◦cµ¯ and is independent of◦
x’s. On the other hand, the condition (4.30) is equivalent
to the vanishing conicity, Cpµ¯ = 1. This confirms the fact
that all parameters ◦xµ¯ and
◦
cµ¯ are connected with real
geometric quantities, unlike the parameters ◦xN and
◦
cN .
E. Ergosurfaces of cyclic Killing vectors
Similar to the temporal Killing vectors ∂φqN , the cyclic
Killing vectors ∂φµ¯ may also become null at some sur-
faces. Since such surfaces are not necessarily null like
black hole horizons, we call them the ergosurfaces in anal-
ogy with the ergosurface of the spinning cosmic string
spacetime introduced in Sec. II C. They separate the re-
gions where the cyclic Killing vectors are spacelike from
the regions where they are timelike and generate closed
timelike curves. The norm of the cyclic vector ∂φµ¯ is
given by the expression
∂2φµ¯ =
1
◦
c2µ¯
∑
ν
Xν
Uν
(
Jν(
◦
x2µ¯)
)2
. (4.42)
The general equation of the ergosurface, ∂2φµ¯ = 0, is a
complicated polynomial equation of degree D in any xν .
(Its general closed-form solution may not even exist for
D > 4.) In what follows, we discuss only the basic prop-
erties of a few particular examples. The general behavior
of these surfaces is certainly much more involved.
Since it is impossible for the axis comprising multiple
parts to be completely non-singular in the NUT-charged
spacetimes, we consider the cases when at least one part
of each axis is regular. The regularity can be adjusted
by means of the parameter ◦xµ¯, cf. (4.22). The ergosur-
faces of such spacetimes in four dimensions, D = 4, are
illustrated in Fig. 10. The six-dimensional case, D = 6, is
depicted in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, where display the sections
of individual axes only. For a given regular part of the
axis, the regions with closed timelike curves of the associ-
ated axial/cyclic Killing vector typically appear near the
intersections with the remaining parts of the same axis or
the other axes. These regions get larger for larger values
of NUT charges and smaller for smaller values until they
finally disappear when the ergosurfaces merge with the
symmetry axes for the vanishing NUT charges.
The terminology we use for the symmetry axes of the
Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes is adopted from the weak-
field limit. In particular, we say that the symmetry axes
consist of multiple regular/singular parts associated with
multiple axial Killing vectors. Alternatively, it would also
be reasonable to refer to individual parts as the ‘axes’
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Figure 10. Ergosurfaces of the cyclic Killing vector ∂φ1 for
D = 4, λ = 0. The graphs show spacetimes with the regu-
lar part of the axis (µ¯, p) = (1,−1) (left) and (µ¯, p) = (1, 0)
(right), i.e., ◦x21 = −x21 and
◦
x21 =
+x21, respectively. The lighter
gray area denote regions where ∂φ1 is spacelike, ∂
2
φ1 > 0,
while the darker gray area stands for regions where ∂φ1 is
timelike, ∂2φ1 < 0. Dashed lines represent ergosurfaces or
fixed points of ∂φ1 , ∂
2
φ1 = 0. The highlighted coordinates
x1 = x, x2 = ir are drawn with respect to ρ˜0, ρ˜1 (cf. (4.11),
(4.12)). Outer and inner horizons are represented by solid
lines.
themselves. In this language, the whole axes are reg-
ular/singular and their intersections are surrounded by
ergosurfaces as it is depicted in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 for
D = 6. If we analytically extend the spacetimes to r < 0,
these intersections are separated from each other.9
V. CONCLUSIONS
The Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes have been studied
extensively in the past decade. Their rich structure of
explicit and hidden symetries led to a discovery of many
remarkable properties such as the complete integrabil-
ity of a particle motion and the separability of several
fundamental equations. In order to appropriately utilize
these mathematical results, one needs to have a thorough
understanding of these geometries. The interpretation
of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes is, however, quite
problematic due to the presence of the NUT charges.
Despite great effort the meaning of the NUT charges is
still not very well understood. A significant observation
9 In D = 4, the ergosurfaces occur around singular semi-axes. The
semi-axes themselves are separated from each other when ex-
tended to r < 0, see Fig. 10.
is that the NUT-charged spacetimes usually suffer from
the topological defects caused by the axial singularities.
The symmetry axes of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes,
therefore, deserve special attention.
In this paper we concentrated on the properties of
the symmetry axes and their connection with the Kerr–
NUT–(A)dS parameters. The motivation for the pre-
sented work was a similarity between the properties as-
sociated with the NUT charges and known properties of
the spinning cosmic string spacetime, which can be con-
structed by a simple identification of the flat Minkowski
spacetime. Similar to the NUT-charged spacetimes, this
spacetime also features axial singularities surrounded by
a region with closed timelike curves. Inspired by this ge-
ometry, we introduced the geometric quantities describ-
ing different types of axial singularities such as the conic-
ities, time shifts, and twists in (2.16), (2.18).
To distinguish physically meaningful cases of the Kerr–
NUT–(A)dS spacetimes, we briefly reviewed some possi-
ble choices for the ranges of the non-Killing coordinates
from [24]. Also, we extended this discussion by introduc-
ing Killing coordinates corresponding to the cyclic direc-
tions and rewrote the metrics in the form (3.24).
The main results of this paper were presented in
Sec. IV, where the properties of the symmetry axes of
the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes were investigated. Em-
ploying the weak-field limit we identified the natural can-
didates for the symmetry axes corresponding to the end-
points of the non-Killing coordinates and expanded the
Kerr–NUT–(A)dS metrics in the vicinity of these singular
points, see (4.26). We found the Killing vectors that van-
ish there and give rise to the symmetry axes. In terms
of the cyclic Killing vectors, these axial Killing vectors
read (4.28). From this relation, we derived the expres-
sions (4.38) and (4.41) for the geometric quantities asso-
ciated with topological defects mentioned above in terms
of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS parameters. It turned out that
some of these parameters only describe transformation
of coordinates and can be adjusted to match values cor-
responding to different horizons. In some cases, these
coordinates may be regarded as Boyer–Lindquist-type co-
ordinates. Finally, we discussed several four-dimensional
and six-dimensional examples of the Kerr–NUT space-
times whose symmetry axes are partially regular. We
showed that the intersections of the parts of the axes are
often surrounded by regions with closed timelike curves.
As discussed in Appx. A, the values of the conici-
ties, time shifts, and twists depend on the choice of the
set of the cyclic Killing vectors as well as the temporal
Killing vector. An appropriate identification of points of
the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes with respect to certain
choices of cyclic Killing vectors may result in some non-
trivial changes of spacetime that are worth further inves-
tigation. The ambiguity in the temporal Killing vector
also poses an interesting open problem. For example, if
λ < 0 the spacetime admits no cosmological horizon and
it is unclear how to fix the normalization of the temporal
Killing vector.
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Figure 11. Ergosurfaces of the cyclic Killing vector ∂φ1 for D = 6, λ = 0. The graphs show spacetimes with the regular part
of the axis (µ¯, p) = (1,−1) (left), (µ¯, p) = (1, 0) (center), and (µ¯, p) = (1,+1) (right), i.e., ◦x21 = −x21, ◦x21 = +x21, and ◦x21 = −x22,
respectively. Top: the sections corresponding to the axis ρ˜1 = 0. Bottom: the sections corresponding to the axis ρ˜2 = 0. The
lighter gray area denote regions where ∂φ1 is spacelike, ∂
2
φ1 > 0, while the darker gray area stands for regions where ∂φ1 is
timelike, ∂2φ1 < 0. Dashed lines and white areas represent either ergosurfaces or fixed points of ∂φ1 , ∂
2
φ1 = 0. The highlighted
coordinates x1, x2, x3 = ir are drawn with respect to ρ˜0, ρ˜1, ρ˜2 (cf. (4.11), (4.12)). Outer and inner horizons are represented
by solid lines.
Apart from the isometries whose fixed points form the
generalized symmetry axes, there also exist isometries
with fixed points forming the bifurcation surfaces. Sim-
ilar to the axial Killing vectors, a construction of the
corresponding Killing vectors vanishing at fixed points
requires the specification of the (semi-)regular frames at
the horizons. An appropriate expansion of the metric
should lead to the approximate Kruskal–Szekeres-type
coordinates and allow for an analytic extension across the
horizons. The properties of the bifurcate Killing horizons
of the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS are definitely worth a deeper in-
vestigation.
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Appendix A: Transformations of Kpa, T pa , Wpab
As in Sec. IID, we consider a torus Tn generated
by a set of cyclic Killing vectors ua of the spacetime
(M, g). These Killing vectors Lie-commute and generate
2π-periodic coordinates smoothly covering the whole Tn.
Each other set of cyclic Killing vectors is given by a linear
combination of ua with rational coefficients pba,
u˜a =
∑
b
pbaub , p
b
a ∈ Q . (A1)
This is because the integral curves associated with such
linear combinations are closed. By contrast, the irra-
tional combinations of Killing vectors generate open or-
bits which wind around infinitely many times and never
return to the original point. The linear combination (A1)
Figure 13. Examples of closed orbits on T2 corresponding
to different winding numbers nba. Top: orbits with winding
numbers nb1 = (1, 0) (solid line) and nb2 = (0, 1) (dashed line).
Bottom: orbits with winding numbers nb1 = (5, 1) (solid line)
and nb2 = (1, 2) (dashed line).
can be rewritten in terms of the integers nba and rational
prefactors ka > 0, such that pba = kanba,
u˜a = ka
∑
b
nbaub , ka ∈ Q , nba ∈ Z . (A2)
The numbers nba, sometimes called the winding numbers,
are assumed to form coprime sets for each index a. The
examples of closed orbits on T2 corresponding to various
winding numbers are depicted in Fig. 13.
One may also introduce 2π-periodic coordinates whose
tangent vectors are u˜a. In general, such coordinates cover
only certain parts of Tn, or they cover the same points
several times depending on the choice of the prefactors
ka. Another peculiarity, which occurs for |detnba| ≠ 1, is
that the coordinate lines connect at the endpoints with a
certain shift given by a fraction of 2π. All these features
can be avoided by assuming that detnba = ±1 and ka = 1.
We refer to such coordinates as the simple coordinates,
u˜a =
∑
b
nbaub , detn
b
a = ±1 , nba ∈ Z . (A3)
The n-dimensional torus Tn can be represented by
means of its covering space Rn. In this representation,
different coordinate patches correspond to different par-
allelotopes (parallelograms in n = 2, parallelepipeds in
n = 3) generated by the Killing vectors u˜a. The simple
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coordinates are singled out by two conditions: 1) The
volume of the parallelotopes is the same as the volume of
the original parallelotope generated by ua. 2) All oppo-
site sides of the parallelotopes are can be joined without
any shift to completely cover the torus.
In order for the torus to be completely covered by non-
simple coordinates, the latter condition cannot be satis-
fied. However, we can construct a new space by identi-
fying the opposite sides in a standard way without any
shift. This results in a new torus which is related to the
original one in a nontrivial manner. The reason is that
the non-simple coordinates become simple with respect
to the new torus, and vice versa. A similar construction
employing the simple coordinates leads to the original
space. This means that the freedom in the choice of the
cyclic Killing vectors (A1) only comes from the transfor-
mations (A3) for a fixed spacetime (M, g).
The spacetime (M, g) possesses not only n cyclic
Killing vectors ua, but also a temporal Killing vector t.
Altogether, they generate the surfaces Γ which have the
topology Tn × R. The Killing vector t is restricted only
by the condition of being timelike in some region near
the axes. Therefore, any linear combination of t and ua
with real constant coefficients q0 and qa,
t˜ = q0t+
∑
a
qaua , q
0 > 0 , qa ∈ R , (A4)
satisfying such a condition is also permitted.
The conicities, time shifts, and twists, introduced in
(2.16) and (2.18), are defined with respect to a chosen
Killing frame ua, t. Under the transformations (A3) (in-
volving simple coordinates only) and (A4), the quantities
Kpa, T pa , and Wpab change to
K˜pa =
Kpa
Qpaa , T˜
p
a =
T pa
q0Qpaa , W˜
p
ab =
Qpab
Qpaa , (A5)
where Qpab is defined by
Qpab =
(
1− qa T
p
a
q0
)
n−1
b
a +
∑
c
c̸=a
(
Wpac − qc
T pa
q0
)
n−1
b
c ,
(A6)
The symbol n−1ba denotes the inverse matrix of nba.
In the formula for the axial Killing vector vpa in (2.18),
we separated a cyclic Killing vector ua so that these two
Killing vectors share the same index a as is in the case of
the spinning cosmic string spacetime. The reason for this
reparametrization becomes clearer when we also consider
an additional natural condition on the Killing frame. Let
us assume that each axial Killing vector vpa associated
with the respective part of the axis approaches the cyclic
Killing vector ua in the limit when the corresponding
part of the axis becomes regular,
Kpa → 1 , T pa → 0 , Wpab → 0 . (A7)
In other words, we match the axial Killing vectors with
the cyclic Killing vectors so that they coincide in the
limits of vanishing axial singularities. If the axial Killing
vectors vpa were approaching different cyclic Killing vec-
tors, we would need to consider a different set u˜a so that
(A7) holds true for tilded quantities. Although this is not
a full specification of the Killing frame, it may restrict the
sets of Killing vectors considerably. As an illustration, let
us determine which Killing frames can be eliminated by
this condition if the values of the coefficients q0, qa, and
nba are independent of the limiting parameters. Starting
with a Killing frame ua satisfying (A7) and transforming
by means of (A5), we find the limits of K˜pa, T˜ pa , and W˜pab,
K˜pa →
1
n−1aa
, T˜ pa → 0 , W˜pab →
n−1ba
n−1aa
. (A8)
Together with (A7) for tilded quantities, this implies that
nba = δ
b
a. Thus, the cyclic Killing vectors u˜a = ua are
uniquely determined in this particular case. The condi-
tion (A7), however, cannot fix the temporal Killing vec-
tor t, because (A8) are independent of q0 and qa in this
example. Therefore, the Killing vector t should be spec-
ified by other means.
In Sec. III B, we introduced new Killing coordinates φµ
by means of the transformation (3.22) involving new pa-
rameters ◦xµ,
◦
cµ. We assumed that the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS
spacetimes are 2π-periodic in φµ¯ and the tangent vectors
∂φµ¯ are cyclic Killing vector. The coordinates φN along
with the temporal Killing vector ∂φN remained unspec-
ified. In accordance with (A3), there exist multiple sets
of cyclic Killing vectors (generating 2π-periodic coordi-
nates) that are related by the transformation with integer
coefficients nν¯µ¯,
∂φ˜µ¯ =
∑
ν¯
nν¯µ¯∂φν¯ , detn
ν¯
µ¯ = ±1 , nν¯µ¯ ∈ Z . (A9)
They give rise to different closed curves on the N¯ -torus.
Similarly, the freedom (A4) leads to the transformation
of the timelike Killing vector that contains arbitrary real
coefficients qµ,
∂φ˜N =
∑
µ
qµ∂φµ , q
µ¯ ∈ R , qN > 0 . (A10)
Let us assume that the coordinates φ˜µ are also defined
by means of the parameters ◦˜xµ,
◦˜
cµ, cf. (3.22). By anal-
ogy with a similar coordinates (4.17), the transformation
between these two systems is
φµ =
∑
ν
◦
cµ
◦˜
cν
◦
Jµ(
◦˜
x2ν)
◦
Uµ
φ˜ν , φ˜µ =
∑
ν
◦˜
cµ
◦
cν
◦˜
Jµ(
◦
x2ν)
◦˜
Uµ
φν .
(A11)
Therefore, it preserves the form of the metric (3.24) and
implies the following transformation of the Killing vec-
tors, cf. (4.20):
∂φ˜µ =
∑
ν
◦
cν
◦˜
cµ
◦
Jν(
◦˜
x2µ)
◦
Uν
∂φν . (A12)
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By comparing (A9) with (A12) for µ = µ¯ and using
the condition (4.14), we find that ◦˜xµ¯ =
◦
xµ¯ and
◦˜
cµ¯ =
◦
cµ¯.
Therefore, the set of cyclic Killing vectors ∂φ˜µ = ∂φν
is uniquely fixed by requiring that the metric takes the
form (3.24) in 2π-periodic coordinates with tangent vec-
tors being the cyclic Killing vectors. Furthermore, this
Killing frame also satisfies (A7) as shown in Sec. IVD.
The comparison of (A10) with (A12) for µ = N does
not lead to any further restriction on parameters ◦xN ,
◦
cN ,
which means that they are only related to a choice of co-
ordinates. As it was discussed in Sec. IVC, we can use
this gauge freedom to introduce the horizon-adjusted co-
ordinates. An example of such coordinates are the Boyer–
Lindquist-type coordinates that arise from choosing the
cosmological horizon and taking the limit λ→ 0.
Appendix B: Functions J, A, U
Throughout the paper we employ many symbols, such
as J(x2), A(k), Uµ, and their generalizations. Even
though they are just polynomial expressions, they turned
out to be very useful in many calculations regarding
the Kerr–NUT–(A)dS spacetimes. We use the notation
which was established mainly in [5, 25]. The definitions
come in two variants – polynomials of variables xµ and
aµ, but we often use their analogies with different vari-
ables too. The most important functions are the func-
tions J , which give rise to both A and U . Their simplest
variants are defined by
J(x2) =
∏
µ
(x2µ − x2) =
N∑
k=0
A(k)(−x2)N−k ,
J (a2) =
∏
µ
(a2µ − a2) =
N∑
k=0
A(k)(−a2)N−k ,
(B1)
where the coefficients are
A(k) =
∑
µ1, ..., µk
µ1<···<µk
x2µ1 . . . x
2
µk
, A(k) =
∑
µ1, ..., µk
µ1<···<µk
a2µ1 . . . a
2
µk
. (B2)
We can generalize (B1) by omitting an index µ,
Jµ(x
2) =
∏
ν
ν ̸=µ
(x2ν − x2) =
∑
k
A(k)µ (−x2)N−k−1 ,
Jµ(a2) =
∏
ν
ν ̸=µ
(a2ν − a2) =
∑
k
A(k)µ (−a2)N−k−1 ,
(B3)
which generate the functions
A(k)µ =
∑
ν1, ..., νk
ν1<···<νk
νj ̸=µ
x2ν1 . . . x
2
νk
, A(k)µ =
∑
ν1, ..., νk
ν1<···<νk
νj ̸=µ
a2ν1 . . . a
2
νk
. (B4)
Similarly, we could also define the functions Jµν(x2),
Jµν(x2), A(k)µν , A(k)µν by skipping the indices µ, ν. Be-
sides this we set
A(0) = A(0)µ = A
(0)
µν = · · · = 1 ,
A(0) = A(0)µ = A(0)µν = · · · = 1 ,
(B5)
and
Jµ(x
2)
⏐⏐
N=1
= Jµν(x
2)
⏐⏐
N=2
= · · · = 1 ,
Jµ(a2)
⏐⏐
N=1
= Jµν(a2)
⏐⏐
N=2
= · · · = 1 . (B6)
We also assume that the functions J and A are zero if
the indices µ, ν overflow. Finally, the special case of (B3)
are the functions
Uµ = Jµ(x
2
µ) =
∏
ν
ν ̸=µ
(x2ν − x2µ) ,
Uµ = Jµ(a2µ) =
∏
ν
ν ̸=µ
(a2ν − a2µ) .
(B7)
These functions satisfy the following known identities:
A(k) = A(k)µ + x
2
µA
(k−1)
µ , (B8)
A(k)µ = A
(k)
µν + x
2
νA
(k−1)
µν , (B9)
∑
µ
A(l)µ
(−x2µ)N−k−1
Uµ
= δlk ,
∑
k
A(k)µ
(−x2ν)N−k−1
Uν
= δνµ ,
(B10)
∑
µ
J(a2µ)
−a2µUµ
= 1− A
N
AN , (B11)
∑
κ
Jν(a
2
κ)
Uκ
Jκ(x2µ)
Uµ
= δµν , (B12)
∑
κ
Jµ(a
2
κ)Jν(a
2
κ)
J(a2κ)Uκ
= − UµJ (x2µ)
δµν , (B13)
∑
µ
J (x2µ)
Uµ
Jµ(a
2
ν)Jµ(a
2
κ) = −J(a2ν)Uνδνκ . (B14)
A(k)µ,ν =
2xν
x2ν − x2µ
(
A(k)µ −A(k)ν
)
, (B15)
(
Jµ(x
2)
)
,ν
= (1−δµν) 2xµJµν(x2) , (B16)
∂
∂x
(
Jµ(x
2)
)
= 2x
∑
ν
ν ̸=µ
Jµν(x
2) , (B17)
Uµ,ν = δµν
∑
ρ
ρ̸=µ
2xµ
x2µ−x2ρ
Uµ + (1−δµν) 2xν
x2ν−x2µ
Uµ . (B18)
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